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CONNECTION FEES 01.01.2015

Zone division
The fees are determined based on the location and size of the connection
The connection's location is based on the following zone divison.

Zone 1 Detailed development plan area (not general, partly general plan or coastline plan areas)
Zone 2 A Non detailed development plan area; no more than 400 metres from existing electrical substation. Max. 3x63A*
Zone 2 B Non detailed development plan area; no more than 400-600 metres from existing electrical substation Max. 3x25A*
Zone 3 Other areas; area pricing is applied when there's no pre-existing electricity grid, prices no lower than those of zone 2 B

*) The connection conduit is included in the distance appraisal from the substation
Connection fees for connection outside of zone division acccording to agreement.

Fees
The connection fee is free of value-added tax and refundable according to connection terms.

Size of Connection fee. € (VAT-free)
connection (A) zone 1 zone 2A zone 2B zone 3

3 x 25 A 1 500 € 2 200 € 3 080 € Area pricing
3 x 35 A 2 100 € 3 080 € direct costs* (see below)
3 x 63 A 3 780 € 5 544 € direct costs*
3 x 80 A 6 080 € 7 040 € direct costs*

above 63A 76 €/A 88 €/A direct costs*
above 250 A direct costs* direct costs* direct costs*

*) direct costs no lower than previous zone with equivalent fuse rating or €/A-fee. 

Fees do not include:
meter equipment (see separate list for costs)
connection conduit
the connection conduit is defined as a conduit only used by the customer, leading from the property's main fuse to
a connection spot assigned by the electrical company where it connects to the electrical grid.

Area pricing
For a connection to zone 3 (other area) area pricing is applied . The cost of electrification is split between potential customers.
In addition to this cost the customer pays a fee for the right to use above mentioned connections based on the following:
Size of Connection fee. € (VAT-free)
connection (A) zone 3

3 x 25 A 1 500 €  + part of the area's construction cost
3 x 35 A 2 100 €  + part of the area's construction cost

The connection fee is free of value-added tax and is refundable according to connection terms.
The refund can be made when the consumption has discontinued entirely. In case of the property being reconnected 
in the future effective fees or previously refunded connection fee applies.

Not included in the fees:
meter equipment (see separate list for costs)
connection conduit
The connection conduit is defined as a conduit only used by the customer, leading from the property's main fuse to
a connection spot, assigned by the electrical company, where it connects to the electrical grid
Transition from area pricing to zone pricing is made gradually after no more than 15 years, 
provided that the electrical company's pre-funded shares of the area's electrical grid construction costs are covered.
To cover this cost the area pricing is adjusted according to construcion cost index. 

Temporary and 20 kV connection
- When enlarging a 20 kV connection you're charged with 20 €/kVA, the power peaks are checked within a year
and invoiced if a noticeable power increase has occured. 
- Temporary connections and connection to the 20 kV grid according to special agreements.
- The connection fee for temporary connections is not refundable

Other
- When changing to a larger main fuse you're charged with the cost difference between zones
and also for a potential reinforcement of the connection conduit
- When changing from 1x25A to  3x25A you're charged with 600 €.

- If the surroundings between existing electrical grid and the property prohibit normal construction of electrical grids
(e.g. watercourse, railway, protected area) the construction cost is based on factual costs. 
- We apply ELV10 Electrical connection conditions.


